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Abstract

Speech acts are part of pragmatics. A speech act is an utterance of a sentence to state that a purpose of the speaker is known by the interlocutor. In the speech act itself there are three main parts, called locution, illocution and perlocution. Each of the three main pillars has its own function in performing a speech so that a speech can be easily understood by the interlocutor. This study aims to describe the forms of speech acts and complaining strategies used in a Japanese animation. This study uses qualitative descriptive method by examining the utterances that occur in the data. The data used by the researchers were obtained from the anime entitled Tanaka kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge where in the anime there are many complaints that become the source of research. Data analysis is done by classifying the form of speech acts and complaining strategies used using existing theories. The results of the study found that the form of speech acts was 51 data with the form of direct speech acts as many as 22 data, the form of indirect speech acts as many as 29 data. From the results of the discussion, Complaint data found 51 data with implicit complaints with 17 data cues sub-category (hint), expressions of annoyance/disapproval with 31 data sub-categories annoyance, 2 data of painful consequences sub-category (ill consequences), accusations with category of direct accusation (direct accusation) as much as 1 data, explicitly blame (attitude) explicit blame (behavior) as much as 2 data.
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1. Introduction

Pragmatics is one of the studies of linguistics whose studies occur in the relationship between language and the context of speech. Mei (in Rahardi, 2003:12) defines pragmatics that pragmatics is the study of the conditions of use of human language which are determined by the context of society. One of the fields of research from pragmatics itself is speech acts. Pragmatics and speech acts are inseparable, seen in the field they study. Speech acts are presenting the use of language that gives meaning to the utterance or utterance associated with the context, namely when, where, under what conditions, why the speech was delivered, and how to make it happen and to whom the speech was given. Speech acts cannot be separated from the scope of pragmatics, where pragmatics itself according to (Wijana, 2001, 215) states that pragmatics as a study of the external structure of language observes various aspects of
language use in concrete situations. The concrete situation in presupposing an utterance is really seen as the product of a speech act which is clear in the lingual context and the extralingual context.

The complaining strategy according to Trosborg (1995: 315) suggests four main complaining strategies (No explicit reproach, Expression of annoyance or disapproval, Accusations, and Blaming) with eight sub-categories of complaining strategies, namely Hints, Annoyance, Ill consequences, Indirect accusations, Direct accusation, Modified blame, Explicit Blame of the Accused's Action, and Explicit Blame of the Accused as a Person.

The following is a brief explanation of each complaining strategy:
1. Implicit Complaints (No explicit reproach)
   a. Hints
   b. Expression of disapproval
      a. Annoyance
      b. Ill Consequences
   c. Accusations
      This strategy is used with the aim of finding the person to blame. This strategy is divided into two sub-categories:
      a. Indirect Accusation
      b. Direct Accusation
      c. Blaming
      With this strategy, the speaker blames the speaker in his complaint. There are three sub-categories of complaining strategies that can be used by speakers, namely:
      a. Modified blame
      b. Explicit blame (behavior)
      c. Explicit blame (person)
      This study analyzes the types of speech acts and how the complaining strategies are conveyed by Japanese speakers in the anime Tanaka Kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge. This animation is adapted from the manga by Nozomi Uda.
      This anime, directed by Shin'ya Kawatsura, tells the story of a high school teenager named Tanaka who is always lethargic all the time. Unlike the average high school teenager, Tanaka looks powerless and wants to sleep all the time. For Tanaka, heaven on earth was where he lay in a quiet place and enjoyed his sleep alone. In the Tanaka Kun anime, all the characters have different characters and characteristics, where each character has a different speech and expression. The main character, Tanaka kun who is always lazy and lethargic in all his activities and doesn’t seem eager to go through the day.

Context:
One afternoon during their lunch break, Tanaka and Ohta, Tanaka’s friend, were choosing food in the canteen, then Tanaka and Ohta had decided what food they would eat during the break. But Tanaka complained when he wanted to eat the food, Tanaka tried to enjoy lunch in peace and calm but instead he was pierced by a thorn in the French Bread that he bought at the canteen, because Tanaka was not careful when he wanted to eat the French Bread.

田中 ： なんかさどんなに頑張って体力をつけようしたって、結局フランスパンにもあっさり負けちゃうんだね人間の体って。 (1)
Tanaka  : Nanka sa don'nani ganbatte tairyoku tsukeyou to shitatte, kekkyou Furansu pan ni mo assari make chau nda ne ningen no karada tte. (1)
(1) Tanaka Kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge EP1 11:42

The word that shows the speech of complaining is "don'nani ganbatte tairyokutsu shite, kekkyou furansu pan ni mo makechau dan" which means "no matter how hard the human effort, the human body still loses to the thorns of French bread." With this speech and Tanaka's expression before saying the speech, Tanaka took a deep breath then he uttered the utterance.

The form of speech act rather than the speech
that Tanaka spoke in the example above is included in the direct speech act, namely the news sentence (declarative) in which Tanaka is only limited to providing something (information) in the speech. The form of complaining strategy used in Tanaka's speech is an expression of disapproval with a sub-category of Annoyance.

One of the ways a person expresses what is happening to him is by complaining, and the form of the complaint belongs to which category and what are the complaining strategies used by the anime characters Tanaka Kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge which is very interesting and becomes the basis of the author. in working on this thesis. Based on the background that has been written above, this writing focuses on what forms of speech acts are contained in the anime and how the complaining strategy is used.

2. Method

Previous research related to the expressive speech act of complaining is found in a study entitled "Expressive Speech Acts with the Meaning of Complaining and the Strategies Used in Drama 5 Ji kara 9 Ji made". This research was conducted by Imam Fahreza in 2019 who studied expressive speech acts with the complaining strategy found in the drama 5 Ji kara 9 Ji made. The conclusion of this study was found as many as 18 data containing ten utterances using a disapproval strategy by expressing resentment, one utterance using a disapproval strategy by expressing painful consequences, one utterance using an indirect accusation strategy, one utterance using a direct accusation strategy, one utterance using an indirect accusation strategy modified blame strategy, four utterances use direct blame strategy (action).

This study used descriptive qualitative method. According to Kirk and Miller 1986:9 (in Moleong 2014:3) defines that qualitative research is a particular tradition in social science that is fundamentally dependent on human observations both in its area and in its terminology. According to Lofland and Lodland (1984:47) the main data sources in qualitative research are words and actions, the rest are additional data such as documents and others. The data in this study is an anime entitled Tanaka kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge with a total of 12 episodes and 51 data were found (https://danimesub.wordpress.com/2018/05/05/tanaka-kun-wa-itsumo-kedaruge-bd-subtitle-indonesiatamat/).

The researcher uses the listening method with the basic techniques of tapping techniques and advanced techniques of listening, free-to-talk. According to Mahsun (2005: 90), the listening method is the method used to obtain data by listening to the use of language, both orally and in writing. The listening method has basic and advanced techniques. The basic technique used in this study is the tapping technique, namely carrying out the listening technique by tapping the use of language in question is related to the use of language both orally and in writing. The advanced technique used is the free-of-conversation listening technique.

Data analysis according to Patton (1980:268) is the process of arranging data sequences, organizing them into patterns, categories and basic units of description. The method used in this research is the pragmatic equivalent method. According to Kesuma (2007:49) the pragmatic equivalence method is a equivalence method whose determining tool is the opponent or partner.

The method of presenting the results of data analysis used in this study is an informal presentation method. The method of informal presentation is the presentation of the results of data analysis using ordinary words, although with technical terminology (Sudaryanto, 1993:145).
3. Result and Discussion

In chapter IV, we analyze the forms of speech acts and complaining strategies used in the anime Tanaka kun wa itsumo kedaruge. The initial step of this analysis is done by finding the complaining speech contained in the data that has been obtained. In determining the form of speech acts using the theory of Wijana (1996). And in determining the complaining strategy used using the theory of Trosborg (1995).

Data 1

The conversation between Tanaka and Ohta took place after school where the two of them were walking and Tanaka saw a movie poster plastered in the shop window and invited Ohta to talk about the poster, which Tanaka spoke to Ohta as below.

田中 : ねぇねぇ太田これ。 (1)

太田 : なんだ? (2)

田中 : 俺別に自分の人生の中で主人公とかやりたくないなぁ。 (3)

太田 : マジか。 (4)

田中 : だって主人公って物語が続く限り、やたら殺人事件に巻き込まれたり、超強い敵との戦いで新し い能力に目覚めなきゃいけなかったり、海賊になってありったけの夢をかき集めなきゃいけなかったりするじゃん、すっごく疲れそう。

(5)

太田 : まあ活躍するのが主人公だからな。 (6)

Conversation analysis on data 1:

Speech complaints are found in data 1 speech 5, where indications of complaints are found in the word suggoku tsukare sou. Which shows Tanaka's complaint that he thinks being the main character is something that is very tiring.

The form of speech acts used in data 1 speech 5 is a direct speech act with the category of news sentences (declarative). Because story 5 Tanaka just wants to tell Ohta his opinion about being the main character in his life is a troublesome thing, and there is no other purpose that Tanaka wants to convey to Ohta.

The complaining strategy used in data 1 speech 5 is an expression of disapproval (expression of – disapproval) with the category of annoyance. Tanaka's speech is not addressed to anyone, Tanaka only expresses his frustration when he becomes the main character anywhere, even Tanaka says he doesn't want to be the main character in his own life.

Data 2

宮野 : 弟子入りさせてく ださい、 田中くんさん、 私を弟子にし てください。 (1)

田中 : 誰さんさん。 (2)

宮野 : 同じクラスの宮野です。 (3)
田中：そっかヤです。(4)
宮野：私田中くんさんみたいなけだるさを身につけて大人の女になりたいんです。よろしくお願いします。(5)
田中：今日に限って高校生活史上最も面倒な一日になりそうな予感。(6)

Miyano: Deshiiiru sasete kudasai, Tanaka kun san, watashi wo deshi ni shite kudasai. (1)
Tanaka: Dare san san. (2)
Miyano: Onaji kurasu no Miyano desu. (3)
Tanaka: Sokka, ya desu. (4)
Miyano: Watashi Tanaka kun san mitaina kedarugesa wo minitsukete. Otona no onna ni naritai desu. Yoroshiku onegaishimasu. (5)
Tanaka: Kyou nikagitte koukoseikatsu shijou mottomo mendouna ichinichini narisou no you kan. (6)
Miyano: Please make me your disciple. Tanaka-kun-san, make me your disciple. (1)
Tanaka: Who is it? (2)
Miyano: Your classmate, Miyano. (3)
Tanaka: I see, I don't want to. (4)
Miyano: I want to learn magi like Tanaka-kun-san. To be a grown woman. Please help. (5)
Tanaka: I think today will be the most tiring day of my high school. (6)

Data conversation analysis 3:
The complaint speech contained in data 3 is speech 2. With an indication of the complaint contained in the word nani oota. Tanaka, who had just taken his seat, was immediately asked to leave by Ohta and Tanaka complained about it.

The form of speech acts contained in data 3 speech 2 is an indirect form of speech act. The purpose of Tanaka speaking like story 2 is to tell him that Tanaka doesn't want to go with Ohta, and to tell him that the chair he just sat in has just warmed up, it will get cold again when he leaves the chair.

The complaining strategy used in data 3 speech 2 is an expression of disapproval (expression of - disapproval) with a sub-category of annoyance. Because
Tanaka didn't like being pulled suddenly by Ohta when Tanaka was in his chair and he complained that the chair he was sitting on had just warmed up and was about to cool down again, Tanaka expressed his annoyance/disagreement to Ohta.

Data 4
太田 ：田中おはようどうした田中。(1)
田中 ：俺の…平穏な日常は。(2)
Ohta ：Tanaka ohayou, doushimashita Tanaka. (1)
Tanaka ：Ore no. Heion na nichijyou wa. (2)
Ohta ：Good morning Tanaka, what's up Tanaka? (1)
Tanaka ：My days Peaceful. (2)

Conversation analysis on data 4
Speech complaints in data 4 are found in speech 2. Indications of speech complaints are found in speech Ore no. eion na nichijyou wa. Tanaka's peaceful high school days seem to have been snatched away by the letter of challenge, which asks him to go to the building behind the school where the agreement in the letter of challenge is.

The form of speech acts contained in data 4 speech 2 is an indirect form of speech act. Tanaka informs him that the peaceful days of his high school life will be gone and he also indirectly informs him that he will not meet the challenger because it is a troublesome thing for him.

The complaining strategy used in data 4 speech 2 is an expression of disapproval (expression of - disapproval) with a sub-category of annoyance. Tanaka is annoyed that someone has put a challenge letter in his shoebox, which makes Tanaka think that the peace of his high school days has been snatched away because of it.

Data 5
太田 ：田中もしかしてこの中に苦手な食材でもあったか。(1)
Ohta: Good, please. Teens these days are picky, but you're great because you can eat anything. (3)
Tanaka: Ah-Ohta, getting rid of these fish spines is troublesome, so this is for you. (4)
Ohta: That also includes “picky” tofu. (5)
Tanaka: Oh yeah, then there's a lot of food that I don't like because it bothers me. (6)
Ohta: For example, what kind of food bothers you? (7)
Tanaka: For example small ones like beans and corn. And that's hard to pick up with chopsticks. Then the fruits that have to be peeled themselves, it's even worse if there are seeds in it. (8)
Ohta: I see. (9)

Conversation analysis on data 5:
Speech complaints in data 5 are found in speeches 4 and 6. Where the indication of complaining speech in speech 4 is found in the word sakana no hone toru no mendou, Tanaka complains that separating fish bones from fish is a troublesome thing for him. And the indication of complaining speech in speech 6 is found in the word mendokusai tte iu riyuu. Where Tanaka explains that there are some types of food that he doesn’t like because it's troublesome, and in story 8 Tanaka explains the foods he doesn't like.

The form of speech acts contained in data 5 speeches 4 and 6 is a form of direct speech act with a sub-category of news sentences (declarative). In story 4 Tanaka only says to give the fish on his plate to Ohta, while in story 6 Tanaka only tells that there are some types of food that are troublesome for him.

The complaining strategy used in data 5 utterances 4 and 6 is an expression of disapproval with a sub-category of annoyance. Tanaka explained that separating fish bones was a troublesome thing and annoyed him, also in story 6 he explained that many kinds of food were troublesome for Tanaka to eat and he wanted to avoid these foods.

4. Conclusion
The results of the researcher's analysis of the study entitled "Expressive Speech Acts of Complaining in the Anime Tanaka kun wa itsumo kedaruge" are the researchers found data on speech acts with a total of 51 data. With the form of speech acts which are divided into 2, namely (1) the form of direct speech acts as many as 22 data, and (2) the form of indirect speech acts as much as 29 data.

In addition, data with a complaining strategy were also found for a total of 51 data divided into (1) implicit complaints with 17 cues (hint) sub-categories, (2) expressions of annoyance/disagreement with 29 annoyance sub-categories, and painful consequences sub category (ill consequences) as much as 2 data, (3) Accusation with direct accusation sub category as much as 1 data, (4) Blaming with explicit blaming sub category (attitude) explicit blame (behavior) as much as 2 data.

Overall, the speech acts used in the anime “Tanaka Kun wa Itsumo Kedaruge” from 51 data, most of them are indirect speech acts, while for the complaining strategy many expressions of complaining are used about frustration or disagreement from Tanaka kun.
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